THE 130-STOREY TREEHOUSE
ANDY GRIFFITHS & TERRY DENTON

THE WORLD’S COOLEST TREEHOUSE MAZE
FIND YOUR WAY TO THE MIDDLE OF ANDY AND TERRY’S TREEHOUSE.

CLIMB THE WORLD’S WACKIEST TREEHOUSE!
CLIMB THE WORLD’S WACKIEST TREEHOUSE!

Once upon a time...
ACROSS
1. HE WRITES THE WORDS
2. HE DRAWS THE PICTURES
3. THE WINNING WEAPON IN THE INTERGALACTIC DEATH BATTLE
4. HE ATE ALL THE MUD PIES
5. TERRY’S DANGEROUS _ _ _ _ _ _ EYES
6. THE GIANT FLYING EYBALL TAKES THEM ON A CRAZY RIDE THROUGH _ _ _ _ _
7. IT HAS A HAIRY BODY WITH SIX LEGS, TWO WINGS AND A WEIRD TRUMPET THING STICKING OUT THE FRONT OF ITS FACE
8. WHERE ANDY AND TERRY LIVE

DOWN
1. THE NAME OF THE TREEHOUSE’S CHIEF MEDICAL OFFICER
2. THE TREEHOUSE FIRE BRIGADE’S NUMBER ONE WATER BLASTER
3. THE SOUND A REALLY ANNOYING FLY MAKES
4. EYEBALLIA IS FILLED WITH THESE
5. THE TREEHOUSE HAS 130 OF THESE

ANSWERS
ACROSS: 1. ANDY 2. TERRY 3. BUBBLES 4. BLOB 5. LASER 6. SPACE; 7. FLY 8. TREEHOUSE
DOWN: 1. DR MOOSE 2. TRUNKINATOR 3. BUZZ; 4. ALIENS 5. LEVELS
CLIMB THE WORLD’S WACKIEST TREEHOUSE!

DRAW YOURSELF

DRAW WHAT YOU WOULD INCLUDE IN YOUR TREEHOUSE

THE WORLD’S COOLEST TREEHOUSE DRAWING
IT’S TIME FOR YOU TO DRAW SOME CARTOONS!
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THE WORLD’S COOLEST TREEHOUSE DRAWING
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CLIMB THE WORLD’S WACKIEST TREEHOUSE!

CLIMB THE WORLD’S WACKIEST TREEHOUSE!
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THE WORLD'S COOLEST TREEHOUSE WORD SEARCH
CAN YOU FIND THE WORDS HIDDEN BELOW?

ANDYSYUTWODOLLARSHOP
MONEYMACHINEEXCISE
NTHSEEMRBIGNOSECEJAST
PEKSSSEGHYGDSOAIYCKSR
NEVERENDINGSTAIRCASE
NRNEGATGYHKDHPEUEAKE
DEVCURHUAJQEFARPRALH
HFEIPTJOOVTAHLRTAPO
MEKEFLLOPKHBIKIKYAOU
UFLQPAPEBCRSRYSLUARS
GEYWRNNRNSXXSYBIIHAHE
NAVRBEARSNASTAIPVVADE

NEVER ENDING STAIRCASE • TOOTH FAIRY • TREEHOUSE
ANDY • TERRY • BEARS • PENCIL • JOKES • MR BIG NOSE
TWO DOLLAR SHOP • MONEY MACHINE • EARPLANE

CLIMB THE WORLD'S WACKIEST TREEHOUSE!
THE WORLD’S COOLEST TREEHOUSE SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
CAN YOU CIRCLE THE FIVE DIFFERENCES IN THESE PICTURES?

1. ........................................
2. ........................................
3. ........................................
4. ........................................
5. ........................................

CLIMB THE WORLD’S WACKIEST TREEHOUSE!
THE WORLD'S COOLEST TREEHOUSE DOORHANGER
CUT OUT AND STICK TOGETHER THIS DOORHANGER TO KEEP OUT ALL UNWANTED PRIATES, GIANT GORILLAS AND SEA MONSTERS

CLIMB THE WORLD'S WACKIEST TREEHOUSE!

CUT OUT AND STICK TOGETHER THIS DOORHANGER TO KEEP OUT ALL UNWANTED PRIATES, GIANT GORILLAS AND SEA MONSTERS

STAY OUT OF MY TREEHOUSE!

CLIMB ON IN!